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IN the last few decades ethics has become a source of legitimization in implementing science and technology policies in so-called knowledge-based societies and economies. In western countries, ethics has become a political instrument to normalize innovation by supposedly neutralizing social choices on science and technology, and by making them accepted by citizens without any direct citizen involvement in the decision-making process. In this sense, ethics has been framed as a soft legal tool aimed at facilitating the implementation of technoscience.

The major assumptions of this construction are the following: values involved in technoscientific policies may be rationally clarified by experts’ ethical judgments; and, equally, experts’ ethical opinions may represent citizens’ values. Thus, not only are citizens alienated from political choices about science and technology, but they are also told that this correctly happens because rational, ordered, and unbiased committee procedures may efficiently replace their personal concerns about the directions taken by innovative technologies.

During the series of meetings about ‘The Knowledge Society Debates’ that took place in January 2009 in India, it was observed that the rhetoric of ethical discourse as a formal strategy to legitimize science and technology does not really belong to Indian institutions and society. India certainly has its own tradition of institutional medical ethics. The Indian Committee for Medical Research (ICMR) is one of the oldest medical research bodies in the world. But what emerged from the discussions was that discourses about societal values and value-laden questions concerning scientific and technological development are still strongly perceived and conceived of as political problems raising direct civil society concern and commitment, primarily through the spontaneous participation and engagement of a variety of non-governmental organizations.

However, in the process of globalization of which India is a part, the extensive use of ethics— or ‘ethics’ in quotes, to refer to the bureaucratic use of values in the domain of science, technology, and the market—is likely
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to become very common and affect Indian institutions and the society to some extent. 

In this process, the hope is that certain specific features of Indian civil society and institutional cultures such as the Gandhian legacy of civic commitment, the long-standing tradition of numerous diversities coexisting in society, and the large number of civil society organizations – will help to maintain a more critical and less passive approach towards the risks that ‘ethics’ may involve: the disembedding of values from citizens’ and communities’ real lives, and their reframing through de-vitalized expert opinions. In this sense, citizens’ commitment is officially replaced by experts’ committees.

In what follows I will analyze some steps in this process of constructing EU ethics, sketching out how the constant call for objectivity in ethics has gone along with citizens’ (and their representatives’) moral disempowerment and with the colonization of morality by governmental powers.

The renewed interest in applied ethics and the official birth of bioethics in the late sixties have been explained in various ways. However, the different narratives seem to share at least one explanatory factor, namely the need for a more intense and open dialogue between science and society; and the need to ground the self-referential ethics of science in a socially agreed vision of values and choices.

The institutionalization of ethics produced a strong distortion of these original needs. The creation of ethics committees and commissions, as a valid method of decision-making to find out the ‘right’ values, transformed the ongoing pluralist and interdisciplinary dialogue that was at the core of so-called ‘public ethics’ into the bureaucratized mechanisms of expert advice derived from scientific committees’ procedures.

Institutionalized ethics was started in the European Communities in the field of biotechnology and in connection with the development of the biotechnological industry. Here the idea of ethics as a derivative of social issues has been accompanied by the identification and isolation of ‘what an ethical issue is’, namely by the construction of a well-defined instrument to govern on and through values.

In April 1991, a few months before the first European ethics advisory body was appointed, the European Commission addressed the issue of ethics in a communication to the Parliament and the Council. The title of the document was clear in indicating why and in which context ethics was needed: ‘Promoting the Competitive Environment for the Industrial
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In discussing what could be done in order to successfully implement biotechnology in Europe, the commission analyzed and discarded the proposals supporting the introduction of a broad social assessment of new biotechnology, which would add the question about social benefits to the already existing criteria of safety, quality and efficacy. The main reason against a wide public discussion of biotechnology was envisaged by the commission in the ‘imperative’ to ‘avoid a situation creating uncertainty’, which ‘could result in a diversification of investment and could act as a disincentive for innovation and technological development by industry.’

The rule stating that decisions have to be based upon ‘objective assessments using clearly identified criteria’ was the preamble to introducing the new dedicated ethics body.

More importantly, the commission directly associated this necessity with the importance of avoiding the uncertainty of a confused public debate, with the risk of adversely influencing industrial development: ‘The questions arising in public debate belong to distinct categories and debate will continue to be ill-defined (and for public policy purposes, ineffectual) so long as a clear differentiation is not made between these issues.’

The issues waiting for different
The rise of ethics represented a fundamental political factor in the shift from the ECSC Treaty of 1953 and the Single Market of 1991, to the Treaty of Maastricht in 1993. Though ethics and cultural values are predominantly regulated at the national level, the GAEB was appointed to integrate science in society. European integration must mean more than establishing a single market; progress in science and technology must be given a human, social and ethical dimension, otherwise European citizenship cannot be established.

Ethics has thus become an important legitimizing factor in the construction of a political European Community – the shift from a primarily economic to a political organization. The roles of ethics included the need ‘...to identify and define the ethical issues raised by biotechnology; to assess, from the ethical viewpoint, the impact of the Community’s activities in the field of biotechnology; to advise the Commission, in the exercise of its powers, on the ethical aspects of biotechnology and to ensure that the general public is kept properly informed.’

The willingness to use ethics as a manifestation of indirect involvement of the public in the decision-making process and as a symbolic move toward a qualitatively different vision of the European Community seems to put an emphasis on the role of civil society in building a broader political community. Values are a metaphoric reference to the civil society, to historical heritage, to rooted communities, to a non-bureaucratic but spontaneous level of organization. Talking of ethics and allowing ethical values to be part of the decision-making process, European institutions suggest they represent society as a whole and present themselves as a political community, or even a polity.

But ethics has only symbolically been evoked for democratic involvement and has not been implemented accordingly. In 1997, the new group replacing GAEB, the European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE), was appointed, and its mandate renewed in 2001 and 2005. EGE was given a broader mandate to cover all areas of the application of science and technology, but its characteristics were increasingly shaped like those of an expert committee. Citizens are no longer evoked and the only public round table still mentioned in the mandate is only open to other experts.

The identification of ‘the ethical values of all Europeans’ never included EU citizens, but remained the task of appointed expert committees to facilitate the functioning of the market.

Since its institutional start, EU ‘ethics’ has acquired some distinct features that have been consolidated over time. Some of these characterize several existing ‘ethics’ regulatory tools, but others are specific to EU ‘ethics’, revealing the structural institutional elements they depend on and the functions played by ‘ethics’ in the EU context.

The development and shaping of ethical discourse in the EU may be seen as a constant attempt to endow ‘ethics’ with features generally referring to objectivity as the main value standing for rationality and unbiased judgment. The law and the legal process have represented both the terms of reference and the differential elements to consolidate ‘ethics’. On one hand, ‘ethics’ imitates the procedural elements of the law, which are part of its structural public reliability. On the other hand it keeps the distance from the legal process, being advertised as a rational decision-making tool and a way to speed up the law. In this way ‘ethics’ has become a formal requirement specifically mentioned in many directives as a procedural step with the role of providing a broad sense of societal legitimacy.

Some specific elements are shown as indicators of objectivity: ethics as a committee procedure, as expert and outsourced knowledge, and as depending on subsidiarity.

In the EU ‘knowledge society’ science and technology do not simply
represent one among other tasks for policy and regulation, but a founding political principle providing both ends and means, as they are the source for effective methods and efficiency values. The transfer of some procedures from the scientific community to ethics has been a strategy to make the ethical discourse seem to be founded on knowledge, and hence more ‘objective’.

Committees are part of the rhetoric of expert knowledge; they may refer to plurality and multidisciplinarity as to their composition; they may be played to perform neutrally, as their procedures tend to create generally agreed and de-personalized opinions.

Scientific expertise procedures and committee procedures have converged in providing ethics both with theoretical validation – in the EU language: ‘the science of ethics’ – and bureaucratic legitimation. In fact, focusing solely on the ‘ethical’ dimension of scientific and technological issues as opposed to the broad socio-political and economic ones was a way to emphasize and rely on ‘the presuppositions of rationality upon which the debate is conducted.’

The ‘outsourcing of values’ also contributes to the institutional framing of moral and social choices as a matter of neutral expertise and technical knowledge. Values are not perceived as an integral part of European legislation but are supplied through specialized knowledge; this is analogous to other fields of expertise. In this way, the substantive content of directives and regulations touching on values does not really involve any value judgment. Instead, it consists of incorporating ethical knowledge into laws as an external expertise, sometimes consisting of the mere awareness that no general agreements can be reached on the subject.

Inherently political decisions may thus be neutralized and depoliticized through deference to expert opinions, although the ad personam experts’ appointment procedure shows, on the contrary, that ethics performed by committees may be considered as ‘commissioned ethics’ and a ‘commissioning of ethics’; namely, it is ethics on demand. Whereas this does not necessarily imply a direct choice of the relevant values, the extraction of the ethical dimensions from an issue to be regulated always involves a pre-framing of the issue itself and of what is important, and the inevitable reduction of value-laden issues to their mere ‘ethical implications’.

Subsidiarity, nevertheless, remains the major feature of EU ‘ethical method’. Subsidiarity is the principle – established by Article 5(2) of the European Convention – whereby the Union does not take action (except in the areas which fall within its exclusive competence) unless it is more effective than action taken at national, regional or local level, in order ‘to ensure that decisions are taken as closely as possible to the citizens of the Union.’ Ethics is a matter of subsidiarity.

‘Ethics’ belonging to member states means that harmonization cannot be reached in this field and that a multiplicity of moral visions have to coexist (as both the GAEIB and the EGE had to recognize on several occasions). Subsidiarity allows different ethical choices to coexist and be compatible within EU legislation, preventing the EU from being fragmented by ethical dilemmas in the coordination of different state-based ethics.

However, though a clearly stated principle allowing member states’ subjectivities to make sovereign decisions about values, subsidiarity has also been referred to as a matter of objectivity.

Ethics and subsidiarity have been intimately connected from the very beginning of the European integration process. In his 1989 Discours de Bruges, Jacques Delors has described subsidiarity as the practical way to make possible ‘l’émergence de l’Europe unie et la fidélité à notre nation’ (the emergence of a united Europe and the faithfulness to our nation); he also saw the role of ‘ethics’ as providing the symbolic dimension to reconcile the state and individuals: ‘Au-delà d’un nationalismes triomphant et d’un individualisme exacerbé, l’éthique revient en force’ (beyond a triumphant nationalism and an extreme individualism, ethics has to be strengthened again). Subsidiarity and community ethics are thus strongly connected terms, as the former concept ‘stems from a traditional society organized in communities to which each person “naturally” belonged;’ whereas ‘naturally’

means that the individual was feeling this belonging as a part of himself, as a fundamental element of his humanity.20

However, in today’s context, the subsidiarized construction of values in the EU may respect member states’ will in their relationships within the EU, but it certainly deprives citizens of the ability to express their own views, whenever their visions are not subsumed by member states’ sovereign ethics. From the citizens’ points of view, this way of framing ethical deliberation, though making the sovereign power of ‘national ethics’ stronger, does not represent them but only the states’ ethics – literally, the ethics-of-the-states.

Also, subsidiarity about values is a challenge to European legislation and the European Parliament as the main institution directly representing European citizens.

Notwithstanding, in a recent debate during the approval of so-called advanced therapies products21 involving embryonic cells, the members of the European Parliament themselves reinforced the idea that subsidiarity is a matter of objectivity in ethical issues.

There is ‘no room in the text for personal ethical views,’ 22 one representative said. ‘Any self-styled ethical objections are completely overthrown by the fact that the inde-
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pendence of the member states guarantees them the power to impose restrictions on research,’ another commented.23 Members of Parliament’s opinions, the majority argued, being ‘subjective’, namely expressing their personal subjective views, cannot ‘objectively’ represent ‘public morality’, which only member states are entitled to embody. The objectivity of subsidiarity is de facto a sort of European ‘ethical sustainability’ or ‘ethical coexistence’ among sovereign states.

In this paper I argue that the EU construction of ethics as a politically legitimizing factor, has primarily been inspired by the restless quest for objectivity. The objectivity of ethics started with its nature of isolated and purified discourse on values; it proceeded through the appeal to committee procedures and expert knowledge; and, now, member states’ public morality has become a synonym for objectivity about values.

Among the approaches to providing legitimacy for the EU integration process, two different methods have been described by some scholars of public policy: one frames Europe as a community based on common values; the other conceives of it as a sui generis polity going beyond inter-governmentalism and based on rights. In the former case, Europe is seen ‘as a community in which the different national modes of allegiance and identification are to be harmonized. The success of the EU depends upon developing a shared identity and a value basis for integrating different conceptions of the good life, and a diverse range of societal interests.’24

In the latter, the EU is ‘in need of direct legitimation and a firmer basis of popular participation than the one provided for by the democratic processes at the state level. Here, the integration process hinges on the ability to establish a fair system of cooperation founded on basic rights and democratic procedures for deliberation and decision-making.’25

The compulsive enforcement of top-down ethics has been associated with a misleading conception of objectivity, whereas ethics has been managed in the EU more as a tool to exert power in a self-legitimatizing way than as an exercise of democratic sharing.

F

rom this perspective, on the contrary, ‘subjectivity’ would actually mean that citizens and their representatives may express themselves and exert their rights and powers: a concept of ‘subjectivity’ that resonates with the fundamentals of the state under the rule of law. It has been observed that in the EU integration process, though citizens have achieved rights they have not been able to give them a coherent frame. The lack of a European collective identity and the absence of a unifying public sphere for identity-formation of the European citizens are the main reasons for the democratic deficit in the EU. The EU as a ‘process of unfinished democratization’26 requires less ‘ethics’ and more comprehensive and convincing processes towards constitutionalization and citizens’ participation.
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